
Turnstile®
Forms In. XML out. Simple.

Sadly, widespread agent adoption of traditional upload doesn’t exist. Many 
agents still attach ACORD forms as PDFs and email them to carriers. On the 
carrier side, burdensome manual re-keying of those forms into their point-of-sale 
and back-end systems results in data errors, slow response time and high costs.

Turnstile® is a subscription carrier web service that takes in ACORD forms and 
returns ACORD XML for feeding point-of-sale, CRM or policy administration 
systems. A clean, simple and ultra-secure complementary service to your agent 
portal and agency interface, Turnstile shortens intake time, accelerates decision-
making, reduces processing cost, and eliminates lost opportunities. 

Faster turnaround = more business. 
The longer an agent has to wait on a quote, the greater the chances of that 
potential business disappearing for the carrier. With faster turnaround, more 
accurate data, and better overall service, Turnstile creates happier agents, 
bringing more business to your doorstep.  

No extra gear. 
Because it is hosted, Turnstile gives carriers access to superior data extraction 
capabilities directly within their own processes through a customer-unique code 
or API key. No onsite installation of new hardware for you or agents; no extra 
screens or workflow; in fact, no user interface at all. Just a simple to use, highly 
available, and ultra-secure service that integrates seamlessly with your existing 
system.

Hosting the solution also allows Agencyport to proactively monitor each 
response and continually adjust the transformation engine, improving the quality 
of output going forward. 
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The perfect partner for 
AgencyPortal®.

Turnstile® and AgencyPortal® 
were built to go hand-in-hand. 
Whether giving your agents 
the ability to upload ACORD 
PDFs directly from their agency 
management systems into 
AgencyPortal with no re-keying 
on their part, or automating your 
internal new business intake 
process, Turnstile makes re-
keying a thing of the past.



Agencyport Software® helps the nation’s top P&C insurance companies 
engage simply and quickly with their distribution channels and technology 
partners—optimizing efficiency, improving the quality of underwriting and 
differentiating carriers from their competition. For more information contact 
sales@agencyport.com or 866.539.6623.
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Not like the other guys. 
Comparable PDF transformation solutions force agents to download software, 
or impose middleman websites. Not Turnstile®. It is the only truly web-based 
ACORD form transformation service available, allowing carriers to build the 
systems and user experience of their dreams.

Get Started with Turnstile®!
Ask us to demonstrate how Turnstile can save you time re-keying ACORD 
forms and grow your bottom line. Once you’ve subscribed to the service, you’ll 
be provided with an API key and technical documentation describing how to 
implement the service in your enterprise. Of course, if you need help getting 
Turnstile plugged in, our highly trained (sensitive, funny, good looking) service 
team stands waiting for your call. 

Ask us to demonstrate how  
Turnstile® can save you time  
rekeying ACORD Forms,  
and grow your bottom line. 

Call us at 1 (866) 539 6623 
or write to  

sales@agencyport.com.


